CHAPTER

WHAT IS USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
AND. WHO CREATES IT?

AfttT more than twenty years of mobile phone design and nearly as long since
thc initial definition of ubiquitous computing, there is still no common agreement about what constitutes the ubiquiLOus computing user experience and
who is responsible for it.
Thc joy felt at the first game of Wii Tennis, or the first time checking out a
lkrlin Call-a-bike, or tbe first zoom into a map on an iPhone goes well beyond
the utility of the device. It is a pleasure mat's coupled with satisfaction at the
dcpth aflhe experience like thatofa luxury hotel where the staff have prepared
cvcrything just right - even when ~just right" was not articulated in advance.
But who is responsible for this user experience? Is it the industrial designers
who selected and sculpted the materials? Is it the interaction designers who
made it easy to make the device do what was expected? Was it the service designers who created the underlying infrastmcture enabling the smooth operation?
Or wa~ it the identity designers who created a brand that makes users feel that
they arc part of something special that goes beyond just the device?
Of course all of these disciplines have a role, but which disciplines contril)Ult'd thc key factors?
Similarly, whose fault is it when a product fails? The MOLOrola ROKR El
iTlIlleS phone seemed LO have all of the right components: Motorola technol('!r'. the industrial design team that created the hit RAZR phone, and Apple's
market-proven iTunes music service with its familiar iTunes brand. Sony Eries'iOn'~ \\'alkman phone had Sony's legendary design, Ericsson's technology, and
the famous Walkman brand. Both phones had a t\"o-year market advantage on
\ppl(', YCI despite early criticism! the iPhone was able to beat both in the market,
and better \l.~cr experience was often described as the chief reason. So who was
fl... ponsible lor th(' failed user experience of the ROKR and Walkman phones?
RJpidly cvolving technology and changing social patterns have made idenuhing bcs( user experience design practices difficult. Ubiquitous computing
produCL~ arc hybrids of hardware, soft\.....re, and services. It is not clear what
wlh are required to design in (his environment, much less whal the titles of the
prupl(' who hold those skills should be.
lim"9"!neration iPhone's camera, the lack of a keyboard, the price, the quality of the underlying data
and the bane!)' life were all common early criticisms (for example, by PC World editors ill 20tH),
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111is chapter atlempts to prmide a definition of user experience and to identify the design disciplines im'olved in creating a ubiquitous computing user
experience,

2.1 A DEFINITION OF USER EXPERIENCE
No unh·crsal definition of the user experience exists, Delinitions from researchers and practitioners extend all the way from examining neurological phenomena (NorretrJ.ndcrs, 1991) to macroeconomic behaviors. Somewhere between
counting the firings of neurons and calculating profit and loss statements is a
practical set of boundaries that delines what to consider in a design process.
Usability, for cxample. is the pr.tctice of making things easy to use. It is oftcn
equated with user experience, but while bad usability can break a good product,
good usability is insufficient to create a good cxperience, An experience can be
usable without being uscful or valuable to cnough people to justify the expense
of crcating it. For example, Lovegety, an early mobile social datingde'ice (CNN,
1998), had a simple, highly usable inter-face: a dc,ice owncr set a switch to thc
kind of social inter.tction they were imcrested in and the gender ofthc person
they were intcrested in having it with. Whenever anyone whose profile matched
the setting came into Ule vicinity of that device, both devices would vibrate. The
device was popular for a short time in Japan, but it never took oIT in the United
Slates and its use quickly faded in Japan. This failed because it was not useful,
not because people did not find it usable.
Any definition of the user experience has lO take into account the totality of
'\'hat people engaged in using a produC[ or service consider part oftheir experi·
ence. This ranges from how easy the product is to use to associations they may
h3\·e with the vendor selling the experience.~ Here is my definilion:
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This definition a[tempts to transcend ergonomic, attitudinal, and visual metrics to include all facets that an audience considers relevant lO an experience.
The goal is [0 align de\'elopers' understanding of the role a producl plays in
a person's life with how Lhal person perceives the design of lhat product, For
example, the usc of de,ices is r.trely the most imporlant activity in someone's
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life, but the dC"ices form part of a larger now of needs. desires, and activities,
Ha\'ing an experience may be impossible withom the use of a specific de,;ce,
but the device does not form the whole experience.
In ilddition, a good user experience S<'1tisfics the needs of its makers. Other....isc there is no incenti"e to maintain or improve iL What developers do to satisfy their organization's needs may lead to compromises to a purely user-centric
experience. For example. to make an experience more profitable, and thus more
sllstainable from the organization's pcrspeeLive, it may need to be less efficient
from the user's perspecti,·e. How designers resolve these tensions determines the
uscr's relationship with and au..iwdes to a product's creator. TIlat attitude. in tum,
fonns people's expcctaLions for future il1lerdctions. For example. some commodity products are designed willl no expecGtuon of an ongoing customer rclauonship. III their design, emotional satisfaction may be inconsequential relative to the
shon-term effectiveness of the design at the poil1l of purchase. Thus. the design
ora usn cable may be entirely focused on loweling the retail price, An automatic
heart clclibrillator LiseI' experience may emphasize effectiveness and interaction
dlicicncy, Its usc needs to be learned as quickly as possible with little expectation
a uSt'rwill ever lISC itagain. A high-fashion kitchen appliance may highlight color,
finish, and materials to create a positive emotional association with lhe brand.

2,2 EXTENDING GARRETT'S ELEMENTS OF
USER EXPERIENCE

It'SSCJamcs Garren (Garrell, 2002) created a model (Figure 2-1) that attempted
10 idmlify and classifY the elements that comprise the end user experience of
'oOftw",U'c and Web sites. It is also useful when examining any kind of user experirnCt', since Ihe broad categories apply to the creation of dC\ices or services as
~dl <1.\ to Web sites.
TIlis model is also valuable in thai it visually captures the key notion that
many ,L~lx't'L\ of user experience design are interrelated, but at difTcrenlleveis of
RJ<ll1uhl1ity, Ifyoll discuss one level, say the visual appearance, yOll arc implicitly
c\i!\{us.~illj.( all of the layers below it, even if rOll have not explicitly defined them
(the pC'c1antic follow-up question lhen becomes: If you have not, why not?),
nlt'l'e are IWO additional layers that exist in ubiquitous computing that do not
, I l illlht, lntcmet product ecology Garrett was describing: services and shape,
hrst. lei's review senrices: ubicomp devices are often nctworked with olher
ri 'kt-, with which they share data, and they renect the services lO which they are
htd (Sl'C Chapter 8), How they work is a product of how - and with what
, nit· :lIId devices - they exchange data. The design of networked products,
It'r those products are stand-alone devices, software. or Web sites, should
Int for \Cn;ccs. But the service plane (which I put between Garrett's scope
n1Clllre plane) is especiall}' critical for ubicomp user experience. If an
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Surface brings everything together
visuallv: What will the finished
product look like?

Skeleton makes structure concrete:
What components will enable people
to use the site?

StTuclure gives shape to scope:
How will the pieces of the site fit
together and behave?

Scope transforms strategy into
requirements: What features will
the site need to indude?

Strategy is where it all begins: What
do we want to get out of the site?
What do our users want?
Hgu~
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object is a special purpose device, then it is inherently less flexible than software
running in an open-ended environmenL This rigidity means that the design of
the service it represents is that much more important, because the options for
changing the experience at the device's end are so much smaller.
Because ubicomp devices are physical, their shape becomes very important.
Software and Web imeraction design are consu-ained by the toolkits used to
generate them and the software design traditions of those particular fields. The
consistency this crealeS has been (mosdy) a boon for software developers. many
of whom can evolve a product based on pre\'ious examples, focllsing on what it
does differently than Nher products in the same operating system environment.
That k.ind of consistency is largely alien to the ubicomp user experience world.
It took. almost a decade for mobile phone designs to settle down to se\'eral basic
interaction types (the candy bar, the clamshell, and, more recemly, the slider),
and they are just one of an evcr-expanding class of new devices (although a
very importanl one). The ph)"sical aspects of the device are therefore key to the
dC\1ce communicating a successful user experience.
>Other form factors and variations appear on a regular basis, slKh as the tOlKh t"blet design of the Apple
iPhone and the Palm Pre, but the phone form factor varlely in 2010 is much smaller Ihan it was In 2003,
whm some phones had SCfftfl5 that twistNl around a COfner, othen resemblNl maketJp compaeu, and
others _re des.ignNl to be worn ~ nec:klolCeS.
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Sidebar: Design and Emotion

Fear, pleasure, and desire play enormous roles in our everyday lives inter·
acting with products. Many ubicomp devices exist in the intimate spaces
that we inhabit, which are where these emotions play out. Unfortunately,
traditional design approaches prove insufficient at modeling the many
relationships between emotion, cognition, desire, and behavior that
constitute how people actually relate to products and environments.
The complexity and difficulty of systematically approaching the emotional aspects of design has led to the frequent treatment of designers
as intuitive artists whose working methods are mysterious, even to themselves. Classical industrial design styling, for example, relies almost exclusively on the experience and intuition of the designer to create "beauty:'
rather than a systematic analysis of how to meet the emotional needs of a
target audience. Products that rely on brand identity are especially vulner·
able to this kind of mystical design thinking. It almost certainly does not
have to be that way, but the field of design for emotion is still brand new.
How, for example, did the designers of the first Bratz digital still cam·
era (Figure 2-2) arrive at that shape, color, and texture, and why did the
second revision of the camera look more like a traditional camera? This
is exactly the kind of design that is currently largely off-limits to tradi·
tional analytical design, yet understanding it is criticaL Some research·
ers, such as Don Norman, AnthonyOrtony, and David Freeman (Freeman,
2004; Norman, 2004; Norman et al., 2005), recognized how important
this was and began to study how emotion and design interact, but the
field is still completely new.
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2.3. 11DENnTY DESI

2.3 DESIGN DISCIPLINES
The design of any product l-equires the coopel<uion betwcen many design disciplines. Industrial designers, identil}' designers. packaging designers, and marketing designers are all required to de\'elop and sell an electric fan (whose box
may be as important in selling it as bow its knobs look and work), Designing
smart things requires the design of:
• The ph)'Sic.d object

•

Its sof(1<o'ue interface

•

Its hardware interface

•

Ho\\' it interacl5 "'itIl other dC\'icc:s O\"er the net",'ork

•

How it is represc.:nted on a net",'Ork to people and 10 other de\'ices

This means that ubicomp user experience design can include a wide range
of design disciplines.
As can be seen in Figure 2-3, even a relativcly straightforward device - in this
c.tSe a pedometer that connects to a Web site t.hrough a computer and uploads step
data to a Web site that helps people monitor the progress to their fiUless goalsinvolves many design disciplines. In a dC\-elopment. projecl, it is nOI unusual
10 find a single person doing many of these kinds of designs. but it. is imponantlo
remember thatt.hese are different kinds of designs with differenl skills associated
with each one, regardless of the Litle of Ihe person doing thc work.
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2.3.1 IDENTITY DESIGN

A product's identity communicates its values and weaves its way through all
of thc other kinds of designs, but is separate from them. The identity is what
makes the product memorablc and what makes it unique. It is what carries
mud] of the emotional weight of the product (see Sidebar: Design and Emolion). In some cases, such as with fashion goods, a product's identity will
ril';ll iL~ functionali(y.~ The idemity is the combination of what the product
dOt·s, how it looks, what associations it evokcs, and how it emphasizes cer...
lain features over others. It is communicated through the editorial voice of
lext fOpy, shared design details (such as Apple Computer's consistent use of
black. while, and silver as the colors its flagship products come in), advertising messages, and the kinds of products a company makes. II is the core of
Iht' product's brand.
Olle example is Oakley. The sportswear and sport~ technology company's
11l~11l(1 evokes scicnce fiction films (Fil:,'ure 2-4)." The products resemble props
aud ('ostllrl1es, the SlOres look like movie sets, and the advertising resembles film
<ldl"{'rtisi1lg-. The identity transcends any single product and lets someone wear..
illl{ Oakley clothes and using Oakley products pretcnd they are a character in a
'!Cit'Ill't' fiction film, if only for a few minutes.

2.3.2 INTERFACE DESIGN

Thi~ is probably the oldest of the terms I'm using in this section, so it carries
the hearit'st historical baggage. I define interface design narrowly as the design
oj a single Illode of functionality. This could be a single screen in a soflwa.re
~pplicl1inll or Web site, or the way a singlc function works in a device. It is
lhe immedialc organization of design elements experienced at the same time,
n'uall\' for a single purpose or a closely related set of purposes. An interface
dl... iK'll'lnphasizes aspects such as task 00"1 (the sequence in which difTerem
11lt1'rfaCI' t·lcments arc invoked), feedback, and consistency over other aspects
t tht: expericlKC.
OIl(' example is a stopwatch (Figure 2-5) that also acts like a coumdown
\'1 and all alarm clock. Though the interf.'lces should be related and likely
lu\{' the same set of buttons, they are actually three distinct interfaces. Each
Ihl' il1ternlCC designs is the result of a set of decisions about which buttons
~h.al, how thc display for each is organized, and how various functions are
Ll·d.

11" rarely adually more important. as proven by many good marketing (amp.1igns that failed
IlId prodllCll.
tht Alien film leries and Blilde Runner.
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Mobile and ubiquitous computing devices are, for the most part, physical
objects. They are smart things. but 1..I1e)' are still objects. Unlike soffware. thM
ha'·e shape, texture, color, .....eight, temperature, etc. They have blillons or diab
that trigger behavior and displays that communicate information.
Specialized ubiquitous computing devices, such as ATMs, personal video pia
crs, and reactivc £loon, requirc spedali7..ed COil trois. These controls must mate
the ergonomic requirements, lIle cap.."lbilities of consuuction materials. the h
and po,,'er properties of the deo.ice's elcctronics, etc. Industrial designe~, in c
dination \\ith mechanical and manufacturing engincers, .....ork with materials un
they produce the desircd effects for end usen, for the smooth functioning of
device. and for the organization.

forcxample. in a digital stopwatch such as the
onc in figure 2-5. industrial design efTe<:lSare responsible for how the but.tons ft:c1 when pushed
and how the waLCh resists watcr and impacts.
Perhaps most important, industrial design also
helps make a stop....'aLCh that looks accurate and
tough, as its identity design demands.

2.3,4 INTERACTION DESIGN
Whcn using a device or environment. people
nccrl to understand how to accomplish their
guals, They necd to know what choices are
a"ailable and how to make them, lnteraction
dcsib'll determines how the various user interfacc.~ fil and flow logcther as a wbole,
One example is the itHeraction design of a
digital parking meter6 that takes credit cards
for payment (Figure 2-6). This im'Oh'es decisions about communicating three dilTerent
stales (at a minimum). Meters must show the
amount of money currently on the meter•
.,,"here the parker should put the card. the
amounloftime and money being added to the
1I1l'tcr, and the final state of payment. Each of the meter's modes is a diiTcretH,
ifsirnplc, interface. The interaction design of the meter is the practice of tying
tht'm all together so that the driver perceives a single consistent experience.

2.3.5 INFORMA TlON DESIGN
\tllrh interaction design focuses on getting input into a device. but output is
,IS imponanL Information design bei:omes a critical piece of the experience.
IKe digi!:ll systems must collect and display aggregate information well, whether
11 l\ n'ccntly played songs, the number of steps walked on different days, Of who
ldcp!lollcd recenlly.7 lnfonnation designers visually organize and prioritize reIllations ofinfonnation to match people's needs and maximize clarity.
fl.lrcx.'l.Jllple, designing a digital video recorder screen (figure 2·7) requires
•Mcfully arranging the information to display the maximum amOunt without
-cming husy or cluttered to its users.
to Derek \.indnef for this eumplt,
Tufle's 1bt V"I$W/ DiJplayof ~ntirative Information (Tufte. 198112OO1) is a das.sk tUl. Wt
good information design praetic.ti and critiquti bad visual display, in general. tu ltisoos apply
N!fYlhing from diagram dtiign to infographks.
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2.3.6 SERVICE DESIGN

Many diflerelll devices and interfaces access distribUled services. From a busincss pcrspective, service design unifies the ways users interacl with an organ i"/..;uion to create a consistent set of methods to relate to a company, From an
expcrience design perspective, service design creates the tools that people
usc 10 access a service in concert with designing the service itself. Rather than
treating the tools as individual consumer-facing products and the service as a
purdy internal design project, service design treats them as different facets of
the same thing. This creales consistency and lets products build on each other's
strengths, rather than merely replicaling functionality,
For example, a checking account can be accessed through a "Veb site, an
ATM, over the phone, through a paper checkbook, by using a debit card, or
by speaking with a human teller (Figure 2-8). The services that the bank pro\ides arc a safe place 10 store money'and convenient ways to access that money.
Bt'GLUSC many banking services rest on the older technology of checks, and
('heeks rest on the capabilities of paper, much of the banking service results
frum tll-sign based on those capabilities. Mobile phones have an entirely differem 5('1 of capabilities, so the sel"Vice of transferring money with mobile phones
dO<'S not necessarily need to mimic checking, but can redefine it by using the
C<lpabilities uf r.lpid communication, data encryption, dynamic displays, etc.
Rdtlwr lhan writing a check or using a debit card, for example, people can
trade phone minutes ('file Economist, 2009).
Because networked technological tools enable access to a broad, often shifting, st'l ()r capabilities, designing the service they connect to becomes much
mlJrl'important.

2.3.7 INFORMA nON ARCHITEITURE

All infonnalioll created by people has some underlying structure, and there is
Oi" 'IOIilC organizational principle that defines how all the information in a
nwork nL~ together. Often that structure is quite explicit, as in the case of the
JIlt' book, thc Librmy of Congress, or the Yahool hierarchy. These structures
llot wmc ahout randomly. People concerned with information architecture
lied thcm with the interests of their audience in mind. The Library of Conda...,ilkatiotl system, for example, is only one of several common ways to
i/e book.~, each designed for a ditlerent audience and environment. Every
;Ilion organization and navigation task requires an information architecthat nutehcs users' needs, expectations, and understanding,
tile's Zen V Plus (Figure 2·9) has a top-level menu stmcture organized by
dr-;igners believe are the most common ways thal users want to use their
er. II starts with a link. to a Music Library, then has a listing by artjst, a
,Ill tracks by name, and a random shuffie of all tracks. The order of this
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l'rlhIN!1 r{llmssing a bank seroiu: (C) inside lhe bank. (ATM pholo 0 DucDigilal, licensed under Creative Commons
,~lIriblllilm

2.0; bank in/mor plIO/a Y)' Liz BlISlamenle, licensed under Crealive ComllWllS Attribution 2. 0, both found on f7kkr)

li\1 ha~ lillie to do with creating a consistent organizalion scheme for either the
rnll~ic or lhe functions of the device. Instead, it is an infonnation architecture
lhat rdlc<:L~ the company's model of user preferences. Thus, rather than distinl/;ul~hit1g between qualities oftlle music (such as the name of the artist) and capabilities oflhe device (such as shuffie play), it is organized to minimize movement
dl1uugh lhe f.;en V player's menu structure. Apple's original iPod Shume had
f"ol'!l simpkr infonnation architecture: all the tracks were randomly mixed.

2.4 THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTEXT
itll"t1 desiglling ubiquitous computing devices, the frame is no longer the

rome around a browser window, but the world. When looking at the entire
t'Xpcril:nfc, this situation present" different challenges than inventing
hnnloh'Y or applying existing content to a new form factor. In fact, much of
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ubicomp user experience design today is the
design of a completely new thing used for
the first time, When neither the audience nor
the designer has encountered a technology, the
boundaries of its use and the criteria by which
it can be successful remain unknown.
Designing "l.0" products (Le., things that
have never existed before) requires close anention to the social and cultural environment in
which these products will be used,
A number of approachcs8 have been developed to aid designers in understanding how
technologies, especially novel technologies,
relate to the larger context of everyday life:
Figm'l' 2~9
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Participatory Design is a technique that invoh-es representatives of a target audience
deep in the design process. By bringing the people who y,ill ultimately use a

MI'3jl/ltyer.

technolob'Y into the development process at its earliest stages, the lechnique can
include their perspeClives at a deep level.
•

Contextual Inquiry (Berer and Hollzhlatt, 1998) is a SCI of interlocking lechniques
for observing people in the environment into which a technological solution will be
introduced. The techniques focus on analyzing the observalions to produce a set of

displar boards. lisLS, and worksheets~ (Nemeth et al.. 2004).
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Actor Network Theory (Latour, 2007), named by sociologiSl Michel Calion, is less an

rq{lIlarl~' surli\Ce

explanatory theory than a provocative conceptual toolkit for studying developments

llnck'!"<;\illld

of science and technology. The core premise is that we need 10 treat lechnologies
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design constraints for thal technology.
•

Distribmed cognition (Hulchins, 1996) is a psychological theory lhat includes
social networks, tools, and the environment as key components of reason. Thus, for
example, planning emergency room staffing does not just involve comemplation
to make sense of the problem, il also involves cognitive artifacLs such as "schedules.

•
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and people similarly: as mor~r-less stable networks of relationships between lots
of differeTII kinds of things. in idenlifying the associations that make rOll, r ou and make your computer, rour computer -

we gain insight into the trials faced by

would-he products and services. and how seemillglr solid associations can fall apart.

Finally, a significant portion of the challenge of ubicomp user experience
design, beyond simply identifying what it is and who does it, is understanding
the actual design practice, This practice is changing quickly, and the role of
lechnology creators is deeply transformative. With that power comes responsibility that needs to be actively defined and managed,
'It IS outside the scope of this book to dis<:U5S these techniques in det~il, but I w~nted to mention them ill
passing, ~s thelf fields of inquiry play an increasingly important role in user experience design.
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